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Paris Eateries Seek UN Recognition as a Cultural Treasure   from VOA

Members of a bistro owners association (1)______________ (GATHER) recently at Le Mesturet in 
central Paris. The eatery (2)______________ (BE) in the community for a long time. It 
(3)______________ (BE)  also one of the places (4)______________ (ATTACK) by terrorists on the 
night of November 13, 2015.
Cooks and business owners (5)______________ (SAY) Parisian bistros are places where many 
different kinds of people (6)______________ (COME) together to share a low-cost coffee or meal. 
But they (7)______________ (WARN) that traditional bistros (8)______________ (THREATEN) by 
increasing rents and competition. Owners say the number of bistros in Paris (9)______________ 
(DROP) by half in the last 20 years.
Alain Fontaine is owner of Le Mesturet and president of the association. He said, “Our most 
beautiful love and friendship stories (10)______________ (BORN) in bistros and on terraces.” He 
said tourists who go to the city’s bistros “(11)______________ (FIND) a lively place, a place to 
share with the people of Paris – the people of Paris today, not the people of the past.”
   

to arise
to take off
to choose
to stand
to give
to make
to build

to perform an action, to create, to produce sth, to compel, to arrive in time for...
to construct, to found, to develop, to erect
to select from a number of alternatives, to decide or prefer
to be or cause to be in an upright position, to tolerate, to resist
to present, to contribute, to provide, to make a gift, to communicate, to announce
to emerge, become apparent (of a problem, situation or opportunity)
to leave the ground (plane, bird, helicopter...) to remove clothing, to depart precipitously, to 
become successful, esp. suddenly (product, career...)

Present Simple Present Simple 
NEGATIVE

Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple 
Questions

I (ARISE)

He (CHOOSE)

You (TAKE OFF)

She (STAND)

We (GIVE)

It (MAKE)

They (BUILD)

Complete the sentences.
1. A memorial was …......................... at the site of the battle. 
2. The children …................................. a  cake for their father's birthday.
3. This question …....................... at every meeting, and we waste a lot of time on it.
4. All the cakes look so good, it's hard to ….............................. just one.
5. He …...............................  his old computer to his son.
6. The train was busy so we had to …...............................
7. The plane …............................ off at 07:00.
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arisen,  building,  choosing,  giving,  standing,  taking off,  
1. …................................. in line when it’s hot requires a special kind of stoicism. Quartzy
2. Whatever your case may be, you can use these three tips from Meredith Crawford 

for ...........................................  a memorable brand that will attract a loyal fan base and 
endless career opportunities. Forbes

3. Big banks should quit …....................................  so much money to shareholders and try 
making more loans instead. CNBC 

4. GP and author Ellie Cannon lifts the lid on key signs that your job is …........................ you ill.
Elle

5. Why are some Canadian farmers  ….............................. horses over tractors? CBC News
6. The Heathrow 3rd runway plan isn't ….....................................  just yet. The Times
7. Concerns have …............................... about the fate of a Miami golf course that the 

Beckham group wants for a soccer stadium. WSVN.com

Exercise Six ONLINE
arose x2,  built,  build,  chose,  choose,  give,  gave,  made,  stands,  take-off

1. Our plane's ............................................was delayed.
2. I'll have to ............................................between fixing up my house or trying to sell it.
3. The doctors ............................................medical aid to the victims.
4. The principal will ............................................the students their diplomas.
5. The problem ............................................from their lack of attention to what they were 

doing.
6. They ............................................him head of the chemistry department.
7. Several unexpected topics ............................................during the discussion.
8. The coach hopes to ............................................a strong team this year.
9. Everyone ............................................when the judge enters the courtroom.
10. During the night, there ............................................a serious and unforeseen problem that 

had to be dealt with immediately.
11. They ............................................a shed in the backyard.
12. I ............................................a sandwich for my lunch.
13. I hope I ............................................the right gift for him.
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